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Abstract. In most image hallucination work, a strong assumption is
held that images can be aligned to a template on which the prior of
high-res images is formulated and learned. Realizing that one template
can hardly generalize to all images of an object such as faces due to pose
and viewpoint variation as well as occlusion, we propose an examplebased prior distribution via dense image correspondences. We introduce
a Bayesian formulation based on an image prior that can implement
diﬀerent eﬀective behaviors based on the value of a single parameter.
Using faces as examples, we show that our system outperforms the prior
state of art.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we propose an alignment-based approach to hallucinating image
detail for single-image super-resolution.
In [2], Baker and Kanade showed that smoothness constraints alone cannot
produce the image content necessary to create a high-quality image. Since the
introduction of this work, a number of diﬀerent methods and models have been
introduced for estimating the image information lost in the downsampling process. These systems diﬀer in how they model the high resolution image.
Systems such as [1,3,4] have found success by focusing on modeling edge statistics. These systems produce a higher-resolution image that has sharp edges and
is generally smooth in other regions. Given an input image where the important
edges can be identiﬁed, such as the input image shown in Figure 1(a), these methods can produce a high-quality result with pleasing, sharp edges, such as the result
shown in Figure 1(b), produced using the Gaussian Proﬁle Prior from [1].
However, the performance of these methods will degrade quickly on lowresolution images. Given a reduced version of the same input, shown in Figure
1(c), the result produced by the Gaussian Proﬁle Prior, shown in Figure 1(d), becomes signiﬁcantly worse because the perceptually-important edges in the input
image are no longer present.
A possible solution to this would be to synthesize the image content using
examples of high-resolution images, such as [5,6,7,8], though this approach must
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hallucinationbased method

Fig. 1. Super-resolution systems perform their best when image content and key edges
are visible in the low-resolution input. Because edges are clearly visible in the input in
(a), a super-resolution approach like the Gaussian Proﬁle Prior [1] is able to produce
good output. However, as the result in (d) shows, as the resolution becomes lower, it
is diﬃcult for the system to enhance edges well enough. In cases such as this, image
hallucination can provide the necessary information. In this paper, we present a novel
image hallucination framework that can produce improved results, as shown in (e), on
diﬃcult, low-resolution imagery.

confront the diﬃcult technical problem: How should the example patches be chosen? Systems have used a number of diﬀerent approaches, including drawing
examples on a patch-by-patch basis, as in [5,6], using self-similarity, as in [9],
using user-input, as in [8], or recognizing textural-properties, as in [7,10].
While these systems can perform well on general images, both the original
work in [2] and later work by Liu et al. in [11] have shown that knowing that the
image contains a face makes it possible for a super-resolution system to perform
much better because the system can leverage regularities in face appearance to
hallucinate more detail than could created from a general image model. The
face-based super-resolution systems in [2] and [11] showed promising results, but
both systems are limited to frontal facial images that can be warped to the
template, and cannot handle large pose and viewpoint variations.
1.1

Paper Contributions

In this paper, we propose an alignment-based image hallucination approach
to super-resolution. Our system leverages large databases of face images, recent
advances in image matching, such as SIFT ﬂow [12] and Patch Match [13], and
a novel MAP estimation framework to make it possible to enhance facial images
with a wide variety of poses and expressions. As shown in Figure 1(e), this
approach is able to synthesize detail in areas where systems designed around
edge statistics, like the Gaussian Proﬁle Prior from [1], fail.
Using a large set of images from the PubFig 83 database, Section 4 will show
that our method outperforms the recent work of Sun et al. [7] in both visual
quality and using quantitative image metrics. We use [7] as a reference because
it utilizes both edge statistics and texture statistics used in previous work. In
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Fig. 2. In this paper, we propose alignment-based hallucination of images. This approach produces a high-resolution estimate from a low-resolution input by drawing
exemplars from a database, computing a dense correspondence between the input and
those exemplars, then computing the estimated high-resolution image through MAP
estimation.

addition, [7] shows that this system performs well when compared to recent
super-resolution systems.
More recent work, such as [14,15], uses face alignment techniques to improve
images. The work presented here is unique in that the matching is performed on
low-resolution images, which is more diﬃcult. In addition, the exemplar images
needed to enhance the input image are chosen automatically.

2

System Overview

Figure 2 shows an overview of how images are enhanced. Given a low-resolution
image, the estimated high-resolution image is produced with the following steps:
1. Given the low-resolution input, the database of candidate exemplars is
searched to ﬁnd images that can be downsampled and warped to match
the input well.
In practice, we have found that seven candidates is suitable to generate good
results.
2. The SIFT Flow algorithm is used to warp each of the candidates to match
the low-resolution input.
3. The MAP estimate of the high-resolution image is computed using a Bayesian
framework that will be introduced in Section 3.

3

A Bayesian Framework for Example-Based Super
Resolution

We will express the super-resolution process in a Bayesian MAP inference framework. The variable IL will be used to denote the input low-res image and IH
will denote the high-res image to be inferred. Under Bayesian MAP inference
∗
that maximizes the posterior
framework, our goal is to ﬁnd the image IH
p(IH |IL ) ∝ p(IL |IH )p(IH ).

(1)
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Likelihood Function

The likelihood function, p(IL |IH ), expresses the compatibility between the lowresolution observed image and some high-resolution image IH . We expect that
IL should be similar to the result of ﬁltering IH with an anti-aliasing ﬁlter, then
down-sampling. This is expressed formally as
p(IL |IH ) =



1
exp − λr (MIH − IL )T (MIH − IL ) ,
Zr

(2)

where M is the product of a sub-sampling matrix and a 2D convolution matrix
and Zr is the normalization constant. Because this is a conditional Gaussian distribution, the coeﬃcient λr can be thought of as an inverse variance. It can also
be viewed as eﬀectively controlling how strongly this reconstruction constraint
is imposed: the larger λr , the stronger the constraint.
3.2

Image Prior

The key to success on this problem is the construction of an eﬀective image prior,
p(IH ). A basic prior that focuses on edges, similar to work discussed previously,
can formed by focusing on image gradients :


 
1

exp − λg
p(IH ) =
(3)
∇IH (q)
Zg
q
∂
∂
, ∂y
] is a gradient operator. The
where q indexes an image lattice and ∇ = [ ∂x
operator | · | is the L1 norm , λg scales the regularization, and Zg is a normalization constant.
Using this prior in a MAP inference formulation leads to the following optimization problem

 

∗
(4)
= arg min λr (MIH − IL )T (MIH − IL ) + λg
IH
∇IH (q),
q

which is similar to super-resolution based on the total-variation model and has
been shown to sharpen edges better than bicubic sampling.
3.3

Example-Based Prior

Unfortunately, the gradient prior in Equation (3) is too simple to model the
complexity of high-resolution images well. In this work, instead of relying on
a simple parametric prior on image gradients, our prior will be formed from
a large database of images, which will be denoted as the set {Ii }N
i=1 . It can
be challenging to derive parametric forms of priors for natural images or for a
particular class of images such as faces, so we instead write the distribution in
a form of Parzen window (or kernel density):
p(IH ) =

N
1  1
exp{−K(IH , Ii )}
N i=1 Zi

(5)
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where K(IH , Ii ) is a kernel function measuring image similarities, and we will introduce K(·, ·) below. As we enforce Z1i exp{−K(IH , Ii )}dIH = 1, it is obvious
that the probability distribution deﬁned in Eqn (5) is valid.
Defining the Kernel to Measure Image Similarities. Following [12], we
propose that the ﬁrst step in measuring the similarity between two images is
to establish a dense correspondence between the images using the SIFT ﬂow
algorithm. If s1 and s2 hold the dense SIFT features for two images, the SIFT
ﬂow is obtained by minimizing the following function [12]:


E(w) =
min s1 (q) − s2 (q + w(q))1 , t +
η |u(q)| + |v(q)| +
q

q



min αu(p) − u(q)|, d + min αv(p) − v(q)|, d

(6)

(q,p)∈ε

where ε are the sets of edges between adjacent pixels and wj deﬁnes a dense
correspondence between IH and Ij .
Once the dense correspondence is established, the distance K(IH , Ij ) can be
computed by eﬀectively warping one image to match the other, then measuring
the diﬀerence. Because we are only interested in transferring high frequencies to
the estimate, as the low-frequencies are visible in the observation, the diﬀerence
ˆ
is measured on high-pass ﬁltered versions of the image, which we denote using I.
This is expressed formally as

2
IˆH (q + p) − Iˆj (q + wj (q) + p)
K(IH , Ij ) =
=



q p∈N

IH (q) − Ij (q + wj (q))

q

=


q

T

IH (q) − Ij (q + wj (q))

IH (q) − Ij (q + wj (q))

2
,
2

(7)

where N = [−s, · · · , s] × [−s, · · · , s] deﬁnes a (2s + 1) × (2s + 1) patch.
We use IH (q) to denote the image patch of IˆH centered at q. This causes
the kernel similarity to be based on aggregated patch distances to help avoid
matching discontinuities.
Choosing a Subset of Images. When there are many samples, evaluating
Equation (5) can be expensive. To alleviate this, it is possible to eliminate examples that are dissimilar to the input IL because the likelihood will be low and
the contribution of that example will be negligible.
In practice, we use the PatchMatch algorithm to quickly estimate eliminate
examples that are very dissimilar from the input. Before the diﬀerence is computed, the image bilinear interpolation is used to downsample and upsample Ii
by the same scale factor that will be used to enlarge the Ii . In our experiments,
all of the images are roughly the same size, but the example images could be
reduced to match the size of IL after it is upsampled.
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Understanding the Behavior of the Prior

Using this non-parametric prior, the log posterior can be computed as
− log p(IL |IH )p(IH )
= − log p(IL |IH )
1  1
exp{−K(IH , Ij )}
− log
M
Zi

(8)

Ij ∈ΩIL

To understand the function of this prior, it is helpful to consider the soft approximation of the min operator based on the log operation. The min operator
over a collection of variables x1 , · · · , xn can be approximated as
n


1
min x1 , · · · , xn ) ≈ − log
e−ηxi ,
η
i=1

(9)

where η  0 controls softness. The approximation gets tighter as η → ∞:
n


1
lim − log
e−ηxi = min xi .
η→∞
i
η
i=1

(10)

In the context of this approximation, the prior can be seen as encouraging IH to
resemble one of the exemplar images in the non-parametric prior distribution. It
has the unfortunate side-eﬀect of eﬀectively choosing one of the example images
in the prior, then encouraging every patch in IH to match the corresponding
patch in the chosen example.
This will be problematic when patches in some exemplars do not match well
with the patch in the IH . The ideal behavior is to enable diﬀerent patches in
IH to match diﬀerent example images, thus giving the system ﬂexibility to draw
information from a wide variety of images.

(a) η:20

(b) η:28

(c) η:212

(d) η:214

Fig. 3. These ﬁgures show how diﬀerent values of η aﬀect results. When η has a low
value, the optimization tends to average patches. As it rises, the optimization more
closely approximates the min operation, so the result looks sharper. However, this also
introduces artifacts in the image.
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Flexibly Drawing Patches From Multiple Images

Going back to the soft approximation of the min operation, ﬁnding the MAP
estimate of the posterior in Equation (8) is closely related to the optimization
problem
2

∗
= arg min λr MIH − IL 2 +
IH

IH (q) − Ij (q + wj (q))
min
j

q

2
.
2

(11)

To make it possible for patches to be drawn from diﬀerent images, Equation (11)
can be modiﬁed to move the min operation inside the summation, resulting in
2

∗
= arg min λr MIH − IL 2 +
IH

min IH (q) − Ij (q + wj (q))
q

j

2
.
2

(12)

This optimization can be mirrored by modifying the prior to form the posterior
− log p(IL |IH )p(IH ) + . . .

 1
1
exp − η IH (q) − Ij (q + wj (q))
−
log
η q
M
j

2
2


,

(13)

where Z is the normalization constant of the prior and there are M exemplars.
Because the patches overlap, this prior is a Markov Random Field with loops in
the graph representing this distribution.
This makes the MAP inference procedure become the optimization problem

 
2

∗
= arg min λr MIH − IL 2 + λg q ∇IH (q)
IH


 1
1
2
−
log
(14)
exp − η IH (q) − Ij (q + wj (q)) 2 , .
η q
M
j
The optimization is implemented by using Jensen’s inequality to compute a
quadratic upper-bound to the second term in Equation (14). The complete
energy-function is optimized by alternating steps of ﬁtting the upper-bound,
optimizing the upper-bound, then ﬁtting the bound again.
Controlling System Behavior Through η. An advantage of this formulation
is that it produces a family of systems with diﬀerent behaviors that are indexed
by the parameter η. As η approaches 0, the behavior this formulation approaches
averaging because
n

n

1  −ηxi
1
1
e
=
xi .
lim − log
η→0
η
n i=1
n i=1

(15)

Interestingly, it is also possible to show that as η approaches zero, the negative
log posterior in Equation (13) is an upper bound on the negative log posterior
in Equation (8)
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Fig. 4. This ﬁgure shows results produced by our system on images from the PubFig83 dataset. In each of the images, the original is reduced by a factor of four, then
enlarged by the same factor. The ﬁrst column shows this low-resolution image after
it has been enlarged with bicubic interpolation. The second column shows the most
similar candidate (out of seven possible candidates) chosen to enhance the input. The
third column shows our result, containing detail hallucinated by our algorithm, which
can be compared with the actual high-resolution image in the fourth columns.

In contrast, as η rises, the min operation is more closely approximated. In
practice, we have found that this tends to create sharper images, though the
images tend to contain more artifacts. Figure 3 shows an example of how results
change with diﬀerent values of η.
An advantage of this approach is that it makes it possible to choose behavior
that is in between pure averaging and a hard min operation. We have empirically
chosen the value of 28 as a value that produces pleasing results.
Similarities to other Image Optimization Approaches. At a high-level,
our approach is similar to the approach used by Simakov et al. in [16], which
was also used in [13]. Both our system and [16] operate by combining sets of
overlapping patches, but there are key diﬀerences in the actual process used to
reconstruct the image between our approach and the approach in [16].
In [16], overlapping patches are combined through a patch-voting process
where each patch contributes a color vote to the value of a pixel. The process
optimizes a cost function based on ﬁnding patches that cohere and capture the
source image as completely as possible.
In contrast, our estimation process optimizes a cost function that is focused on
modeling the image formation process. In super-resolution, this makes it possible
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to incorporate a reconstruction constraint that forces the estimated image to
match the observation. This will also be important for other applications where
an observation enforces a strong constraint on the ﬁnal result.
The optimization used in this work is similar to that used in [7], with a key
diﬀerence. Our optimization is based around patches rather than single pixels,
as in [7].

4

Experiments

Our experiments will rely on the PubFig83 dataset presented in [17], which is
a reﬁnement of the PubFig database in [18]. The PubFig83 database is made
up of a collection of over 14,000 images of 83 public ﬁgures. The images are all
cropped to include just the face and resized to a resolution of 100 × 100, but no
alignment of features is performed.
Figure 4 shows examples of results produced by our system for several individuals in the PubFig83 database. All of these results are generated in the same
fashion. The input is a 100×100-pixel image of the individual. This image is
downsampled by a factor of four, then used as input to our system. Our system
then estimates an image that is the same size as the original 100 × 100-pixel
input. In these experiments, we only enhance the luminance channel of a YUV
image. The chrominance channels are estimated using bicubic upsampling of the
chrominance channels of the low-resolution input.
To simulate the proposed usage scenario, where an accurate face recognition system has already been applied to determine the identity of the individual in the picture, the system is provided with all of the images of that same individual, except
the input image, to serve as potential exemplars. To best preserve the integrity of
the experiments, we made no modiﬁcations to the PubFig83 dataset. Because of
this decision, some images in the dataset are cropped, rescaled versions of another
image in the same set – though this only aﬀects a small minority of images.
There are also images, such as the ﬁrst row of Figure 5, where the best candidate is a distinct image that appears to have been taken at a similar event. These
cases demonstrate the power of our approach. Photos taken at the same event
are ideal candidates for improving photos that did not turn out well. Each row
in Figure 4 contains, in order, the low-resolution input that has been upsampled
using bicubic interpolation, the exemplar in the databse deemed to be the best
match, and the result produced by our system.
4.1

Comparison with Other Approaches

As these results show, our system is able to synthesize realistic detail from very
low-resolution results that lack both texture and image structure. To validate
our approach, we compare against two diﬀerent approaches, the super-resolution
approach proposed by Sun et al. in [7] and the VISTA super-resolution approach
proposed by Freeman et al. in [5]. The comparisons with [7] are useful because
this approach was shown to perform well relative to a number of recent superresolution algorithms in both qualitative and quantitative results. As mentioned
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Table 1. This table contains a quantitative comparison of our system, on images of
Eva Mendes, with the VISTA system proposed by Freeman et al. [5] and the texture
hallucination system presented by Sun et al. in [7]. For both measures, higher values
are better. The results produced by our approach are superior using either measure.
Algorithm PSNR (dB) SSIM Index
VISTA
23.47
0.669
Sun et al. [7]
23.82
0.741
Our Approach
24.05
0.748
Upsampled
Low-Res
Input

Top Candidate Sun et al. [7]

VISTA

Our Result Actual High-Res.

Fig. 5. These images compare the results from our system with the results from [5] and
[7]. In addition to providing quantitatively improved results, our system also produces
qualitatively better results.

in the introduction, the super-resolution system in [7] is a good system for baseline comparisons because it incorporates multiple super-resolution strategies,
including models of edge appearance and patch-based texture models.
In all experiments with VISTA, we use the implementation created as part
of [19]. To make the comparisons with VISTA as fair as possible, the algorithm
was provided with the same candidate images chosen to serve as exemplars in
our system. The results from the Sun et al. algorithm were produced courtesy
of the authors of [7].
Table 1 presents quantitative results on the Eva Mendes images in the PubFig83 database, using both PSNR and the SSIM index [20]. Our method produces both improved PSNR and SSIM scores over previous approaches. We also
experimented with providing the VISTA algorithm with the warped exemplars,
however we found that it did not signiﬁcantly impact the resulting scores.
Figure 5 shows qualitative comparisons of our approach and these other approaches. Compared with the texture hallucination results, which relies strongly
on a gradient-based image prior, our results contain more detail, while the results
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Best Matching
Low-Res Input Cand.
Warped Cand.

Our Result

Fig. 6. This ﬁgure shows some examples of our system failing. Most failures can be
attributed to the failure to ﬁnd an image that can be warped to match the input well.

from [7] appear ﬂatter. Compared with the results from VISTA, the artifacts in
the results produced by our approach are greatly reduced.
4.2

System Limitations

As should be expected, the results are best when a candidate that is similar
to the original image can be found. Figure 6 shows examples when the warped
exemplars do not match the input image well. In general, if a good match cannot
be found, then the system cannot be expected to perform well. The primary
image artifact created by a poor match will be blurriness in areas where a wellmatched high-resolution patch is unavailable. We have also found that some
undesirable smoothing of edges is caused by the diﬃculty of matching content
drawn from the database with the constraint that the output must downsample
to match the input.
In a production environment, these limitations could be compensated for by
falling back to an edge-based system, like [3,1], when matching costs become too
high. It should be noted, though, that our quantitative and qualitative results
show that it is much more common for our approach to ﬁnd a good match and
produce a higher quality image.
4.3

Necessity of SIFTFlow Step

As noted in Section 3.3, the PatchMatch algorithm is used ﬁrst to quickly match
the query to the database of exemplars to ﬁnd a small set of exemplars that
match well. The SIFTFlow algorithm is then used to ﬁnd the correspondence
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between the query and each of the selected exemplars. As can be seen in Figure
7, the spatial constraints in this SIFTFlow step improve results. Figure 7(a)
shows a candidate estimated using the reconstruction routines in PatchMatch
package. Because they lose much of the detail in the image, these exemplars lead
to the blurry estimate shown in Figure 7(b).

(a) Computed Using PatchMatch

(b) Resulting Estimate

(c) Result
SIFT ﬂow

Using

Fig. 7. We found that the spatial constraints in SIFTFlow to be important for a highquality result. The image in (a) shows a candidate produced using the PatchMatch [13]
algorithm. Because of the quality of this result, the result in (b) is not signiﬁcantly
improved.

4.4

Results Without Recognition

To measure the importance of recognition and ﬁnding exemplars of the same individual, we conducted experiments where the candidate exemplars all consisted
of other individuals. Column (a) in Figure 8 shows the images obtained when

Low-Res Input

Best Matching
Cand. (a)

Result

Result from Same
Person(b)

Fig. 8. These examples shows the beneﬁt of using exemplars of the same individual
pictured in the image. The result in the third column is created from thousands of
images drawn from 30 individuals, none of whom is the person shown in this image.
For comparison, the fourth column shows the result of just using exemplars of the same
person, which leads to a signiﬁcantly improved results.
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the ﬁrst 30 individuals in the PubFig83 dataset, excluding the person shown in
the input image, are used to produce a high-resolution estimate. For comparison,
column (b) in Figure 8 shows the result using just images of the same person.
While the result produced using the larger set of individuals contains realistic
details, the result produced using images of the same person is more realistic
and contains fewer artifacts.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a image hallucination system based on new image
alignment technologies. Our system is ﬂexible enough to work with diﬀerences
in pose and illumination, while still able to produce state-of-the-art results.
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